Enviromax Announces an Update from the
Front Lines of the Male External
Prostate Massage Revolution: More
Pleasure, and Less Effort
FAIRBANKS, Alaska, Feb. 19 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Four years ago Enviromax
introduced the world’s first external prostate massager, called the Prostate
Cradle™. Thousands of customers later, the Cradle (www.ProstateCradle.com)
has helped to revolutionize external prostate massage, or “prostate milking,”
by making it much easier. Now Enviromax has done it again, with the new
Prostate Jewel™. The Jewel is made with the same soft silicone as the Cradle,
with no cushioning holes, for more stimulation.
“External prostate massage is a hot topic, and the Cradle is the center of
discussion,” says the product inventor, Adam McVay, CMT. The Cradle makes
even talking about prostate massage easier, because it is external, and it is
used over clothing.
Over 100,000 people have viewed the first Cradle video on YouTube, and new
videos are in the works. The Cradle has a huge online following on social
community networks, forums, and blogs. The Cradle has received positive
reviews by prestigious publications such as Muscle and Fitness Magazine
(10/08) and A.V.N. Magazine (06/07).
The Cradle is environmental. The anatomically correct shape of the Cradle
does not require batteries, although a vibrator can be included. Enviromax
products are made to last a longer lifetime, with high quality silicones. And
Enviromax silicones are phthalate free. This means no smelly off-gassing of
toxic chemicals.
Thousands of guys have also discovered that the Cradle can be used to
increase sexual function. Using the Cradle is a great way to stimulate the
“Male G-spot.” The result is a 99 percent satisfaction rate from
overwhelmingly satisfied Cradle customers, according to McVay.
“More pleasure and less effort, who wouldn’t want that?” asked McVay. “Now
men have two choices for external prostate massage: The softer Cradle, and
the more stimulating Jewel – and other new products are soon to be
announced.”
More information: www.ProstateCradle.com.
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